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An enterprise sales team looks different at different stages of the startup journey. At Seed it is 

likely just the founder(s). At Series A its likely a fleet of AEs and SDRs/BDRs. As the startup 

matures, more layers of sales pros are added to help strategize and execute complex sales 

motions (hello Head of and VP of Sales, and even cross functional leaders from Marketing, 

Product, etc.). No matter who is on your sales team, its always important to nail your 

discovery and demo calls with prospective customers. This is often the make-it or break-it 

touchpoint that sets up the success of the rest of the sale process. 



This Enterprise Playbook outlines a formula to help uplevel discovery and demo calls and 

make them more efficient, productive, and overall successful in getting to the next stage of 

closing that customer. It’s designed for anyone who touches the sales process and regularly 

talks with prospective customers. We shed light on common issues and tactics with the aim 

of improving discovery and opportunity conversion.



This Playbook is designed for anyone who touches the sales process and regularly talks with 

prospective customers.
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Guiding 
Principles

Everybody needs to be a pro at discovery.



Discovery is not a “step”. It’s a discipline.



Respect + curiosity → Rapport



It’s not about us. It’s about our customers.



The Most  
 I see

Common
Issues

AE’s often just “show up and throw up”


They do “generic” demos, mostly too soon


They don’t use customer references


They don’t do research 

They aren’t curious 

They don’t build rapport 

They do “shallow” discovery

Ultimately, sellers sometimes think their job is to talk and 

explain their product…so that’s what they end up doing.



What can we  
from “upping” our 

?

expect

discovery

Qualify faster (in or out)

Build credibility

Generate curiosity

Develop champions faster

Ultimately, we will be able to:


    Win deals faster 

    Win larger deals 

    Win more deals

SETUP
This session is targeted at anyone who’s talking 

with prospects - AE’s, SDR/BDR, founders, 

marketers.


We’ll use two role-plays to shed light on common 

issues and tactics with the aim of improving 

discovery and opportunity conversion.



Demo Script #1

see  d emo

*Note this is a highly compressed call for timing purposes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C8oV2N7qMDE&feature=youtu.be


No research 

Not very curious:

Went straight to screen-sharing (too early for that)

Should’ve asked why the product looked interesting


Should’ve asked more about Danny’s role


Too focused on showing the product

Gave company background focused on CAPABILITIES not OUTCOMES

Offered ZERO customer reference proof points

Shared his desktop / Slack by mistake

Overall: AE did not uncover the prospect’s pain, urgency, why Danny wanted to 

see the product, or set the product / company apart from the competition.


Observations from Demo Script #1



Demo Script #2
*Note this is a highly compressed call for timing purposes

s e e  d e m o

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJO-5NxjR2s&t=15s


Did research and built early credibility:

Probed for “challenges” which uncovered  and PAIN IMPACT

Found a “similar” reference customer he knew would resonate with Kira


Found Kira was connected to another customer

Back-and-forth convo led to understanding of “WHY” they’re suffering the pain

Asked “what have you tried” and “why didn’t it work” to uncover urgency

Validated and replayed back what he heard

Confirmed decision makers, timing and next steps

Room for improvement: Uncover “what happens if you don’t solve this 

problem”; find out what success looks like; find out how far along they 

are with other tools (assess competition).


Talked about OUTCOMES not features / capabilities / demo

This helped “amplify” urgency to act with 2 sources of credibility PLUS 

real business outcomes. Prospect now believes a solution is possible. 

→ You CAN amplify and drive urgency not just respond to it.

Observations from Demo Script #2



5 (or so) Tactics You 
Can Try Today




Tactics for  Early CallsSuccessful
Respect + Curiosity -> Better Rapport

Amplifies Urgency

Know Your Product & Prospect 🡪 Shows Respect

Uncover The “Why” To Build Strong Deal Foundation

Manage The Call, Flow, Follow Ups and Add Value Throughout

1 Curiosity

Credibility

Knowledge

Discovery

Execution

2

3

4

5



Tactics for  Early CallsSuccessful
Before the Call Wrap & Post CallOn the Call

Research   |   Prepare  

Role of prospect   

Understand timing

Savvy or novice buyer

Define success   |   Describe journey

Add value post-call with relevant content

Stakeholders  |   In or out

Share relevant content post-call

Discovery never stops

Decision process


Validate & play back

Trial close

Book next mtg (while on call)


Confirm next steps

Reference Stories

Ask why   |   Needs ≠ Pain   |   Grab openings

Clarify what you heard  |   Urgency signals


Understand Impact   |   Pull threads 

Buyer’s Role, Background

Intel on Company  |  ICP Role/Co Fit


Connections  |  Intent Signals

Customer outcomes |  Proof points

Amplify urgency

React |  What have you tried?  |   Why didn’t it work?

Get metrics   |  Good fit for them/us?


Where in buying process  |  Desired outcomes

Keep intro < 30sec |  Talk less  |   Watch the clock

Intro your team  |  Ask questions, but don’t grill

Observe body language  |  Leave time for wrap

Buyer’s Role, Background 

Intel on Company   |   ICP Role/Co Fit 


Intent Signals   |   Connections

Prep team  |  Intel on Company   

Synch with BDR  |  Prep content

Prep your questions

1 Curiosity

Credibility

Knowledge

Discovery

Execution

2

3

4

5



PRE CALL PLANNING

& RESEARCH



PRE CALL PLANNING & RESEARCH

What can we learn BEFORE the 
call to make it go better?

Source of Lead

Demo-request?


Marketing outreach / poll?


BDR or AE-sourced?


Partner or VC referral?


Prior engagements with Company?


Signals

Company: Website visits, WP downloads, 

webinar attendance/ replay, page views, 

email opens


Contact: Email opens, fwds, clicks


Market

People

Connections to us


Connections to our Customers


Relevant experience, similarity to 

other Buyers


Active “thought leader” on LinkedIn


Similar Customers

Has product offerings or pricing tiers/

packages like our customers


Competes with, or partners with, one of 

our Customers


Aspires to be like one of our Customers

Company

Linkedin - HC/HC growth, relevant HC, 

recent senior hires


Website - Hiring relevant roles; 

products; pricing; customers; 

competitors; blog posts


ICP Fit



Understanding and 
Leveraging Urgency Drivers



Level 4: Active Evaluation

Level 3: Vision of a Solution

Level 2: Admitted/Active Pain

Level 1: Latent Pain

“Power” person driving evaluation


Business issues are defined


Requirements are documented


Evaluation team is in place

Buyer accepts responsibility, accountable for solving problem


Buyer can visualize how to address the pain


Buyer is actively evaluating options to address the pain

Buyer is willing to discuss the problem


Buyer does not (yet) know how to solve it


Buyer is exploring approaches to solve the problem

Buyer not actively attempting to address the problem


Buyer is unaware a solution exists


Buyer may have failed previously at solving the problem


Buyer has rationalized not solving the problem

Levels of Buyer Need

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1



If we get into prospects at this stage, 
they’re already pretty far along.

It’s harder to win them over but it’s 
possible to “re-engineer their vision”

If we engage with companies at this stage 
then we can still influence them but our 
competitive messaging has to be 
extremely crisp

We need to find companies that are HERE 
- Suffering from current state, trying other 
stuff but not fully made up their mind as to 
how to address their pain

Levels of Buyer Need

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1



Some Urgency “Signals”

Other Urgency Signals?

Not solving pain has business impact


They’ve deployed capital* against solving it…


But those solutions didn’t work


CXO attention & commitment


Clear “or else” mandate to ACT

Lower Urgency to Act  

Likely to “Limp along” w/current state

Medium Urgency to Act


“Limp along” not tenable

* Deploying capital means they put people and/or tools to specifically fix the problem


Higher Urgency to Act  

They can no longer “limp along”

Not solving pain has business impact


They’ve deployed capital* against solving it…


But those solutions didn’t work


CXO attention & commitment


Clear “or else” mandate to ACT

Not solving pain has business impact


They’ve deployed capital* against solving it…


But those solutions didn’t work


CXO attention & commitment


Clear “or else” mandate to ACT



Listening for, and 
pulling at “threads”



Threads can be
helpful clues

Something the prospect says that is often an 
opening for us to ask questions


Recognizing and “pulling at” threads at the right 
time makes for more natural & effective discovery


If you hear words related to “time”, “difficulty”, or 
“complexity” those most likely have some detail 
behind them


The “gold” lies in these nuances - and helps uncover 
PAIN


Customers experiencing pain can’t help but leave 
clues to it in their conversations. We just have to 
know when to pull at those…

Pulling at Threads leads to finding PAIN



“You mentioned ‘how long it takes your team’ a few 
moments ago. Can you expand on that a bit?”


(or) “what is contributing the time delay in doing X?”

Customer uses phrases like


“Takes my team a long time to do X”

Some Examples of “Pulling at Threads”

example how we might respond

“When you say the process is pretty manual, which 
aspects of the process are the most challenging? 
why?”


(or) “Can you elaborate on those steps a bit?”

Customer says


“It’s a pretty manual process”



Call Dynamics and Flow



What we fall into…”

AE gets basic info from prospect but then 

starts talking about product, capabilities, 

and maybe switches to a demo


AE does not capture “why” the prospect is 

interested, what their problem is

If you’re talking more than 50% of the time in the 

first 15 minutes then you’re missing the mark.


Sales Engineer
AE Monologue

Finally asks prospect 
a question

Prospect answers

Account Executive

SDR

Prospect



HOW TO OPTIMIZE

AE and prospect interact in a good back-

and-forth conversation


AE asks questions, pulls the thread


Prospect responds and shares more insight


AE reacts to stuff prospect says, and alters 

their questions accordingly



After 10-15 minutes, AE has better sense of 

“why” and what problems prospect is trying to 

solve, urgency and whether their company 

might be a good fit.

Account Exec

What piqued 
your interest?

“Pulling the 
thread” questions

Why they took the 
meeting, interest areas, 
current challenges

Account Executive

SDR

Prospect



about workbench 
Work-Bench is an enterprise venture capital firm based in New York City. We 

lead Seed rounds in enterprise software startups throughout the country. We 

are laser focused on supporting early-stage startups on all things go-to-

market and have built a dynamic enterprise tech community in New York City 

and beyond. 


Sign up for the Work-Bench Enterprise Weekly Newsletter, to stay up-to-date 

on all things enterprise tech with 22K+ subscribers.


www.work-bench.com /work_bench hello@work-bench.com

and many more
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